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The Short Film
Starring Luna, watch as she attempts to 
overcome her shyness at Porttown Middle 
School’s talent show! However it’s a lot scarier 
up on the big stage than she first anticipated. 
She’s sure she can do it, at least that’s what she 
keeps telling herself in the morning.





The Goal
Overcoming fears can be scary, but 
that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t 
try anyway. We can practice and 
prepare our selves our entire life 
to face our fears, but we can still 
be unprepared for what awaits us 
behind the door. All it takes is one 
big step to get the ball rolling.

It’s important that we try to be 
the best that we can be, even if it 
means risking failure. If we give up, 
we’ll never go anywhere. If we keep 
trying, we can go anywhere our 
hearts desire.



Luna
Luna is the star of our show, even if she doesn’t 
want to be. A twelve year old who is being forced into 
participating in Porttown’s Middle School Talent Show 
by her Mother. Her mother says that “it’ll be good for 
her.” The only problem is, she is incredibly shy! She’s 
been shy ever since moving to Porttown a year ago, 
and she’s never been able to adjust. Luna has always 
been bad at making a good first impression, and is 
terrified of messing up at the talent show in front of 
a crowd of strangers.

Being shy is a pretty terrible trait for an aspiring stage 
magician. But she’s determined. She’s not going to let 
something as silly as shyness stop her from showing 
off her talent to the world! 

So what if she’s only performed in the safety of her 
own home, and only to her parents. How difficult 
could a crowd of hundreds be? Well... Luna tries not to 
think about that, but it may soon become a reality.
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Story Beats
1. Luna walks onto the stage

2. The stage lights turn on

3. Luna is blinded by the light

4. She sees the audience and gets looked back on by many eyes

5. She breaks eye contact and looks down

6. Luna pulls a rabbit out of a hat

7. Crowd is unimpressed

8. Luna gets sad and turns to walk off stage

9. Luna sheds tears

10. One guy starts applauding Luna.

11. Luna gains confidence to keep going

12. She taps her hat causing a puff of smoke to appear

13. Luna is gone and left on the stage is a giant hat

14. Giant hat is shown off

15. Giant rabbit jumps out of the hat

16. Rabbit sheds its costume to reveal itself to be Luna

17. She strikes a pose.

18. Crowd goes wild.

19. Luna bows. 



Other Info

Animation Test References

Production Blog

Animatic

https://magicshowcrew.tumblr.com/

https://vimeo.com/259620254

https://vimeo.com/266751739

Contact Information:

Shawn Han
http://shawnhan.com/
shawnhan8@gmail.com

Film Details:

Animated in 2D Traditional (Digital)
 Toonboom Harmony
Est. Running Time: 1:40


